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The 3 R's for Master Gardener Groups: Recruitment, Retention and Recognition
Highlights of a talk by Ron Rossini and feedback generated at the MG Conference October 25 th
Recruitment is ongoing











Develop a membership flyer to give out to interested parties.
Designate a membership chair.
Hold a meeting where members are asked to bring a friend.
Make announcements to local gardening clubs.
Advertise in free community sections of local newspapers.
Publish articles in local papers.
Provide information on the definition of Master Gardeners in all your presentations.
Highlight an annual activity that defines your group.
Be proud of the name "Master Gardener"! Embrace it and use it to your advantage.

Recognition breeds interest








Thank members for a job well done.
Note special accomplishments in your group.
Have identifiable signage, name tags and tee shirts.
Consider having MG business cards or bookmarks.
Each member should have a specific role.
Offer PowerPoint workshops to train MGs on the use of this technology.

Retention is everyone's job








Have all members sign up to the mg-list. Email Avalon Hamlin at hamlin@ebtech.net.
Make meetings interesting and not just administrative.
Have 'housekeeping' covered electronically or briefly at meetings.
Show personal friendship and concern for group members.
Have "Plant/Pest of the Month" mini presentations.
Breakdown and share responsibilities and use subcommittees.

Clau dette Sims

Kippax Gardens - Royal Botanical Gardens,
submitted by Karen Walsh

Halton Region

Please bring something for the draw table and
change to buy tickets - $2.00 each or 3 for $5.00

Land Use and intended users: The Mission of the
Royal Botanical Gardens is to be a living museum
which serves local, regional and global communities
while developing and promoting public understanding
of the relationship between the plant world, humanity
and the rest of nature. It is open to the public and all
educational, scientific, horticultural sectors of our
communities, only to name but a few.

 MG Certification Exam Study Group meet at 6:00 p.m.
in the library November 5th.

Three (3) things the landscape is trying to
achieve:

Master Gardener Meetings

7:30 p.m

November 5 - Native Plants (Patty), Room 5



The garden is designed to feature native
plants and native plant cultivars. This is
achieved by displaying over 135 native
species in community zones (plants that
coexist in natural settings) representing
several local habitats including Ontario prairie,
oak savannah, Carolinian forest and wetland
pond.



The garden aims to create a sense of place.
The 1 acre of tableland is celebrated and
incorporated into the layout of the garden.
Suitable woodlot edge plants are utilized as
an interface between the woodland/valley and
the garden. The design incorporates the
forest as an integral part of the garden.



The design and intent responds to society’s
increased interest in sustainable gardening,
native plants and environmental stewardship.
The garden showcases sustainable gardening
practices, including xeriscaping, pesticide-free
gardening, wildlife/butterfly gardening and
high diversity gardening.

December 3 Festive Social, Rooms 3 & 4
January 7 - Program TBA
February 4 - Tasmania (Bill Kertzia)
 March 4 - Sapphire Singh, Green Garden
Coordinator:
April 8 - Program TBA
 May 6 - Program TBA
Landscape Ontario Congress January 6-8
www.locongress.com
Toronto Technical Update: January 10 email
elizabeth@stewartmarketing.ca
Canada Blooms March 18-20
www.canadablooms.com
Greening our cities: An evening with David
Suzuki November 20 Toronto Convention Centre
www.landscapeontario.com $50-proceeds to Sick
Kids and TBG



Additional criteria – maintenance
requirements. Many of the hard landscaping
structures gather water to save for times when
water may be required by the garden.
Otherwise, as the plants are native, they
should survive in normal climate situations. All
beds are mulched heavily and the lawn areas
are Eco-lawn, an environmentally friendly
alternative to traditional lawns.

Considerations shown:


Optimizing sunny and/or shaded areas - the
garden utilizes the sunny and shaded areas
for the community zones – for example, the
Ontario prairie plants are located on the
highest and sunniest spot in the garden.



Opening and/or blocking views – framing
devices and seating create a series of vistas
of the forested valley slopes, creating a visual
and physical dialogue between the garden
and the valley.



Safety of users – the paths and seating are all
natural, safe to tread and wheelchair
accessible.

Brussels in bloom, submitted by Roberta Roberts
http://www.thefirstpost.co.uk/45149,features,brussels-in-bloom

GIANT HOGWEED ALERT submitted by Larry Elderbert

From time to time I have occasion to drive on the Third Line of Halton Hills. In the ditch adjoining
The Scotch Block Reservoir there are some gigantic plants. They reminded me of very large Queen
Anne’s Lace.
While reading a magazine recently I was startled to see a picture of what looks like the plant in the
ditch. Is it Giant Hogweed?
When Toronto Physician Susan Friedman saw blisters and purplish black scars on the leg of a
woman who’d been hiking in Cape Breton, N.S., she first thought of poison ivy. But she later realized
the hiker had encountered a lesser-known culprit: giant hogweed.
The monstrosity with a dark reddish purple stem can grow six metres tall, and its profusion of white
flowers can spread more than half metre wide. It has 1.5 metre –long leaves and bristles as long as
crayons. ! Some have described it as Queen Anne’s lace on steroids. Spectacular, yes, but also
poisonous. In addition to painful skin lesions, sap touching the eye can cause temporary (rarely
permanent) blindness.
The sap from giant hogweed combines with sunlight and perspiration to cause phytophotodermatitis.
However, the effects caused by giant hogweed can be much worse than those of wild parsnip, with
some wounds resembling third-degree burns. Scarring can be permanent and contact with eyes can
cause blindness.
Giant Hogweed is a native of Caucasus Mountain region between the Black and Caspian Seas. It
was introduced to Europe and the United Kingdom in the late nineteenth century as an ornamental
garden plant.
Giant Hogweed can be found in a variety of habitats; it easily becomes established on waste
ground, near houses, in vacant lots, and along railways and roads. It prefers moist soil and can
quickly dominate ravines and stream banks. In addition, giant hogweed can decrease plant diversity
and cause soil erosion. The plants tend to grow close together and their large leaves may
completely shade out the ground below so that other plants can’t grow. Then, when the hogweed
dies back in winter the bare ground below is prone to soil erosion, especially along stream banks.
Giant hogweed’s dried fruits may get imported as a spice or food called Golpar. Its seeds may be
distributed by waterways and unwitting gardeners and remain viable for more than 10 years.
If you encounter Giant Hogweed, make sure you avoid skin contact with the plant. Wear long
sleeves and pants, rubber gloves and face protection. Sap can be released by brushing against and
breaking the stem bristles on the stem, and its leaves. If accidental exposure to the plant sap
occurs, wash the affected area thoroughly with soap and cold water as soon as possible. Protect the
exposed area from sunlight for at least 48 hours. If you have a reaction, see a physician.
Giant Hogweed is listed on the top 10 list of invading species by Credit Valley Conservation.
Source: New York State Conservationist; Jun2008, Vol. 62 Issue 6, p24-26,3p and Escarpment
Views, Autumn 2008.
Photos below

A RAINFOREST GARDEN ADVENTURE submitted by Marjorie Latimer
This September we went on a cruise to Alaska and one of the stops was in Sara Palin’s home
town of Juneau. It was a cool, rather damp misty afternoon as we boarded the bus on a land
tour to an Alaskan rainforest garden. This Glacier garden was at one time a storm damaged
ecosystem that had been turned into this beautiful oasis and rejuvenated.
Our guide took us to through winding paths that had been carved out of the mountainside,
taking us to the upper regions of the forest. Stopping at 580 feet above, we saw the
panoramic view of the Mendenhall Valley, Douglas Island, Gastineau Channel and the Chilkat
Mountains. The view was breath taking! There is no air pollution in Juneau according to the
locals and the lichens hanging on the trees at the top of this mountain pretty much confirmed
that the air was clean.
I was able to take pictures of the plant material as we descended the mountain through thick
forest and running glacial water down the mountainside. When we reached the lower level of
this garden it was surprising to see that many of the plants in the garden were ones that grow
in our region. I found out this garden was a US Zone 6 to my surprise and that even the
Japanese Cutleaf Maple survived the winters without protection. They grew spirea, potentilla,
and hydrangea and all survived their winter weather.
An interesting story about the unusual “upside down trees” we were seeing. Story has it that
after the damage from the great storm, heavy equipment was in the process of removing
damaged trees when an accident occurred and a tree was lifted up out of the ground and
landed upside down. Thinking this was rather unique they planted the trees with the root ball
to the top and packed the roots with peat moss and used it as a planter for annuals.
Apparently they last about ten years.
Our tour ended in the atrium centre where hanging baskets and beautiful flowers surrounded
the place where we sat with a hot cup of tea before we returned to the cruise ship. Alaska
certainly had some interesting gardens. It was a great holiday!
Photos below . . .

Kevin and Marjorie - taken at the atrium where there were the most beautiful hanging baskets
and this large heart shaped arrangement of flowers. It was a really interesting place to visit in Juneau.

Upside down trees (Kevin is looking back at the camera) - you can see how they have planted the root
ball of the tree. I have a neighbour who has been there and she actually made one of these in her
garden. It's quite the conversation piece! Marjorie

